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After last week’s show focusing mostly on Styles vs. Lynn, here’s another
show with a lot of time spent on Styles vs. Lynn. In this case there’s
also Low Ki involved in a triple threat ladder match with them for the X
title though so at least they’re mixing it up a bit. Other than that we
get the continuing adventures of Jarrett vs. the Armstrongs because TNA
thinks that’s interesting for some idiotic reason. Let’s get to it.

Brian Lawler is in the parking lot about to reveal why he hates Jarrett
when Jeff jumps him from behind. A big brawl ensues until referees break
it up.

Amazing Red vs. Kid Kash

This is back when Kash could still be called Kid and it didn’t sound
stupid. Feeling out process to start with neither guy being able to get
an advantage going. Kash shoves him and gets slapped in the face as a
result. Red takes him to the mat via a drop toehold and things speed up.
They go into a sequence that belongs in a gymnastics class rather than a
wrestling ring, finally coming back to wrestling with some armdrags.

Kash flips Red off so Red pounds and kicks away at him before sending
Kash to the floor. There’s a BIG flip dive to take Kid out and they brawl
a bit. Kash sends him into the barricade to take over and we head back
inside where a flying clothesline takes Red down for two. Red gets put in
something like a Liontamer which doesn’t go anywhere, so they head to the
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corner where Kash eats a boot. Well not literally but you get the idea.

Red goes up for I think a rana but has to come down because Kash is WAY
out of position. A standing rana and a spinwheel kick get two instead and
Kash is placed on the top rope. This goes badly for the placer (Red) as
Kash comes back with a clothesline off the middle rope for two. A
powerbomb attempt by Kash is countered into a sunset bomb and Red kicks
him down again for two.

Red gets slammed off the top for two for Kash, followed by Red firing off
kicks to the chest in the corner. A charge misses and Red crotches
himself, allowing Kash to hit a slingshot legdrop for two more. Kash
cross bodies him for two before running into an elbow to slow him down.
Red goes up but Kash shoves the referee into the ropes (not a DQ for some
reason) and hits a kind of MuscleBuster for the pin.

Rating: C-. I’m really not a fan of spotfests and I’m REALLY not a fan of
matches where guys don’t sell almost anything. On top of that, they were
missing a lot of spots in this or badly mistiming them. The crowd reacted
to most of it, but the match just wasn’t that good and certainly wasn’t
anything memorable. That’s most cruiserweight style matches though.

Sonny Siaki praises himself a lot.

Monty Brown vs. Sonny Siaki

Brown says he’ll take out Jarrett, despite Jarrett not doing anything to
him that I can remember. Brown chops Siaki down and stomps on him a bit,
as that is about the extent of his offensive abilities so far. We head to
the floor but Brown misses a charge and goes face first into the
barricade. Again the idea of selling doesn’t seem to exist as Brown
shrugs it off and beats on Siaki some more as we head back inside.

A sideslam puts Siaki down for two and Brown keeps up the stomping. He



really doesn’t wrestle like most faces do and it’s not exactly working
for him here. Monty hits a splash in the corner and a pair of suplexes
(butterfly and regular) get two each. More chops and punches follow
before it’s off to a chinlock. It’s strange seeing a face in control for
this long. After the hold is broken, Brown ducks his head like a schmuck
and gets DDT’d for his efforts.

Siaki pops up and clotheslines Monty down again but Brown is like “screw
this selling nonsense” and hits a fisherman’s suplex to put both guys
right back down. Brown hits another butterfly suplex as it’s clear he’s
running out of moves. Brown loads up the Alphabomb but here’s Jarrett for
a distraction. Siaki hits Brown low and rolls him up for the cheap win.

Rating: D. Monty Brown is not very good and that’s all there is to it. At
this point he’s incredibly green and can’t work a five minute match, let
alone a ten minute one where he’s on offense for the majority of the
time. Siaki was the heel and got beaten down for almost the entire time,
which is a very strange dynamic for a match. This didn’t work at all for
the most part.

Armstrong and the Bullet pop up as Brown and Lawler beat up Jarrett.
What’s Brown’s issue with Jarrett again? Oh yeah no one knows. That’s
right.

Slash is in the back and introduces his brother Kobain, who is OVW legend
Flash. Nothing of note here.

Backseat Boyz vs. Slash/Kobain vs. Hotshots vs. James Storm/Chris Harris

Elimination rules to fill more time and the winners get to be the final
team in a gauntlet match for the titles next week. The Hotshots are
Cassidy O’Reilly and Chase Stevens and the Boyz are Johnny Kashmere and
Trent Acid. O’Reilly chops Kashmere a bit to start but walks into a
spinebuster. Cassidy slaps Johnny a bit and it’s off to Acid to face his
partner. We get a kind of recital as they know each other so well,



culminating in a high five and hug. Well that makes sense I guess.

Slash gets dropkicked off the apron by the Boyz as everything breaks
down. Acid “hits” a Mafia Kick on Cassidy which the camera shows missing
by a good bit. Eh it’s basically indy level stuff here anyway so it’s not
surprising. The Boyz beat up Stevens for a bit before we get a BIG double
moonsault from Acid and O’Reilly to take out everyone else. Kashmere and
Stevens hit dives of their own until it settles down for Stevens vs. Acid
who are somehow legal. In the melee, Stevens tags in Slash and a
neckbreaker takes out Acid, eliminating the Boys.

It’s Slash vs. Stevens now with Stevens being knocked to the mat
immediately. Off to Kobain for some double teaming but Harris tags
himself in. Not sure why he did that but who am I to doubt Braden Walker.
O’Reilly comes in sans tag for a double dropkick for two on Harris but
Storm makes the save. O’Reilly and Harris trade chops with no one
winning, so Cassidy hits Harris low. They’re REALLY lax about DQ’s in
this company.

O’Reilly’s Lionsault hits Harris’ knees and there’s a tag off to Kobain.
Before the new guy can do anything though, Storm tags himself in and goes
up, only to get crotched by Cassidy. A top rope rana is countered and
Storm hits a reverse tornado DDT to pin O’Reilly and get us down to two
teams. We start with Slash vs. Storm with Slash hammering away and
hitting the move Storm would name the Eye of the Storm for two.

Off to Kobain who sends Storm to the floor for a BIG flip dive to take
out both guys. Brian Lee and Ron Harris come out to complain about not
being in the match. Why are these guys still getting TV time? Since the
camera was on them, we don’t see how Storm took Slash down, but who cares
because Harris comes in and cleans house.

Everything breaks down and Kobain drills his own partner with an elbow.
Storm superkicks Slash down for two for Harris as Kobain tries a tornado
DDT, only to get superkicked down as well. Slash counters the reverse



tornado DDT from Storm and hits a neckbreaker for two. Ron Harris and Lee
head to the ring as Chris Harris hits the Catatonic on Slash for the pin
and victory.

Rating: C. This one took a long time to get going but once we got down to
the final two teams, it was a lot better. That being said, the stuff
before then wasn’t so good for the most part with the Boyz and the
Hotshots really just being warm bodies to fill in some spots. Either way,
this finally gets AMW closer to the tag titles, which they’ve been
deserving for weeks now.

Post match Lee and Ron Harris clear the ring and beat everyone down.

Jarrett wants a title shot and says he’ll beat up the surprise and then
Armstrong as well.

Miss TNA: Bruce vs. April Hunter

Bruce is a guy and defending and Hunter is a fitness model. The fans tell
Bruce that he’s a homosexual and he thinks all the men want him. If April
wins, she wins five grand as well. April starts chopping away and hits a
head scissors to send Bruce flying. Hunter gets thrown down by the hair
and Bruce takes over. April comes back a bit and things speed up but
Bruce hits her in the back to stop the momentum cold. A powerbomb ends
Hunter pretty easily.

Rating: D. This wasn’t horrible but it’s still a waste of time and very
stupid. Hunter couldn’t be around again for about four months and
thankfully the Miss TNA thing would be over soon. It comes off like
they’re trying to push the envelope for the sake of pushing the envelope,
but it’s much more stupid than interesting or shocking.

Post match Bruce tries to take April’s top off but April’s boyfriend Sylk
Wagner Brown makes the save.



Sonny Siaki takes a jab at Hulk Hogan for no apparent reason as Estrada
and Yang kind of stare at him.

Flying Elvises vs. S.A.T.

That’s Estrada/Yang vs. the Maximos if you couldn’t tell. It’s Estrada
and Joel to start things off and just like the opening match, the opening
sequence looks like something they’ve rehearsed for house before the
match. Joel takes over with a headlock and a rana but a dropkick is
casually avoided by Estrada. A powerslam puts Joel down for two and
everything breaks down. The Maximos are sent to the floor and the Elvises
live up to their name by flying over the top to take them both out.

Back in and it’s Estrada on I think Jose with a Lionsault getting two on
the Maximo. Yang comes in for a leg lariat and a bunch of punches which
seem out of place in this match. Off to Estrada who is immediately kicked
in both the front and back of the head. A dropkick puts Jorge down and
it’s off to Jose. The Maximos, who might be the heels in this but it’s
really not clear, double team Estrada a bit and Jose hits a low dropkick
to take him down.

Estrada comes back and puts Jose on top for a neckbreaker (remember what
I was saying about no selling?) and it’s back to Yang for that figure
four necklock of his. That goes nowhere so Yang grabs Jose’s head and
puts on a front facelock. Back to Jorge with a slingshot hilo and a
clothesline for two each. Estrada goes up again but Jose pops up and
kicks him down almost immediately. They slug it out with Estrada hitting
a neckbreaker to put both guys down.

It’s a hot tag to Joel who beats up Yang like he owes him money. The
Maximos try to double team Estrada but Yang hits a double dropkick to
take the brothers down. While Yang beats up Joel, Jose sneaks up from
behind and slams Jimmy down, setting up a guillotine legdrop for two.
Estrada DDT’s Joel down and hits a springboard backsplash for two.



Joel comes back with a pair of suplexes for four on Estrada followed by a
missile dropkick for two by Jose. Yang finally comes back in and makes
the save with a leg lariat. He goes up but gets crotches as the SAT loads
up the Spanish Fly (double C4 off the top) but Siaki comes out and breaks
it up. Yang hits Yangtime on Joel who doesn’t even stay down for a cover
so Yang hits a neckbreaker kind of thing for the pin.

Rating: C+. This is another one of those matches that was fun but not
exactly good. The Maximos were your standard luchador tag team who did
their high spots and not much more. The Elvises story continues to change
a bit but it’s only somewhat interesting. Not much to see here and going
fifteen minutes was a bad idea for a match like this one.

Here’s Goldilocks to find out what Lawler hates Jarrett for. Lawler comes
out and talks about how worthless Goldilocks is and throws her out of his
ring. Does Lawler know if he’s a face or a heel? I’m really not sure at
this point. Lawler gives Jarrett a five count to get to the ring but at
the count of five, here’s Truth to interrupt him again. Lawler backs off
from Truth because of the chair shot last week and beats up the
photographer taking pictures of Lawler’s girlfriend. Lawler and the
girlfriend leave up the ramp. What in the world was the point to this?

Jeff Jarrett vs. The Bullet

The Bullet is a masked guy who gets jumped by Jeff almost immediately and
we head to the floor. Jarrett pounds away on Bullet with chairs and sends
him into the crowd for a second before going back into the ring. Back in
and Bullet escapes an Irish whip and takes Jeff down. There’s a Road Dogg
(Armstrong’s real life son) shaky knee drop followed by an atomic drop. A
pumphandle slam (another Dogg move) is escaped and Jeff hits him low to
take over. Jarrett pulls out a pair of cuffs to tie Bullet to the ropes
for a DQ. I’m not even going to bother rating this as it was barely even
a match.

Post match Jarrett says he’s going for the mask but Bob Armstrong comes



in to jump Jarrett. Keep in mind that Bob is about 62 years old. Jeff
hits Bob with the chair and goes for the Bullet, only to have security
stop him from taking the mask off. Is there a point to this story at all
and I’m just missing it?

Next week is an X-Division Special which should be fun.

We get some highlights of the 2/3 falls series from last week.

X-Division Title: Jerry Lynn vs. Low Ki vs. AJ Styles

This is a ladder match with Ki defending. They circle each other for a
bit until Styles drops down and grabs a ladder. Both other guys slide to
the floor as well with Styles hitting Jerry with the ladder, only to have
Low Ki kick the ladder back into AJ. They head back inside where Low Ki
kicks Lynn off the apron. A handspring kick takes Styles down as well as
Jerry comes back in.

Lynn hits a sweet spinning tilt-a-whirl backbreaker to take the champ
down before pounding on Styles in the corner. Low Ki gets put in a
surfboard but Styles breaks it up and stomps on Low Ki a bit. Jerry
suplexes AJ down and puts him in a Liontamer, only to have Low Ki fire
off kicks to break it up. Lynn won’t let it go and shouts to kick him
harder. Low Ki is fine with that and kicks Lynn hard enough to break up
the hold.

A running kick in the corner takes Styles down again before loading him
into the Ki Crusher. Instead of dropping him though, Low Ki rams him into
Jerry in the corner to put both guys down. The champ goes to get the
ladder but Jerry baseball slides it back into Low Ki to take over again.
Styles heads to the floor as well to kick the champ in the head before
dropping Lynn face first onto the apron.

With the ladder bridged between the ring and the barricade, all three



guys stand on top of it and slug it out before a big headbutt sends all
three guys to the ground. Lynn is up first and sends a ladder into the
ring which is dropkicked into AJ’s ribs and chest on the mat. Low Ki is
up again and starts setting up the ladder, only to have AJ deck him from
behind. The ladder is leaning against the ropes as AJ GOES OFF on the
champ, only to walk into a punch from Jerry.

Lynn and Styles launch Low Ki into the ladder in a double hiptoss and
it’s one on one. AJ does a Daniel Bryan backflip off the ladder and tries
a tornado DDT, only to have Lynn counter and hit a northern lights suplex
to send AJ back first into the ladder. Ki is back in and kicks Jerry down
but realizes he can’t pin him. A charge in the corner is caught by Lynn
but he ranas Jerry into the ladder to put all three guys down again.

It’s AJ back up first to ram the champ with the ladder before he tries to
climb, only to get kicked by Low Ki. AJ is hung in a Tree of Woe in the
ladder where Low Ki fires off kicks to the chest. Now Low Ki climbs but
Jerry makes the save and suplexes him down off the ladder to put everyone
down again. AJ gets up and hits the moonsault DDT on Low Ki to pop the
crowd again. Jerry pounds on Styles and catches a jumping champion in a
running Liger Bomb to take over yet again.

There’s a second ladder in the ring now as Styles brings in another one.
Low Ki slides out and brings in a third as this could get very messy in a
hurry. The challengers stop fighting long enough to make a save of Low Ki
as Styles and Low Ki fight on top. Low Ki hooks a Dragon Sleeper on top
of the ladder (grab the title you dolt) but here’s Lynn again and all
three are on a ladder.

In a pretty awesome move, Low Ki has his ladder shoved down but he gets
his foot on the top rope and shoves himself and the ladder back to an
upright position. AJ gets shoved to the floor and it’s Lynn vs. Low Ki.
Jerry is like DIE YOU KICKING SPOT MONKEY and cradle piledrives him off
the ladder. Lynn climbs up and wins the title to end the show.



Rating: B+. Solid, solid match here with all three guys beating the tar
out of each other. It’s not on the level of one of the TLC matches, but
for what we had here, this was one of the better ladder matches you’ll
see in awhile. I’d have preferred just Lynn and AJ because I’m not a fan
of Low Ki at all, but the shove back off the rope was good enough for me
to overlook him. Solid stuff.

Overall Rating: C. The main event is very good but other than that,
there’s not much going on at the moment. The big angle wouldn’t begin for
a few months, so at this point we’re stuck with just Jarrett and
Armstrong, which is getting NO reaction from the fans at all because no
one cares about Bob Armstrong. Even in his heyday he was a territory guy
at best, and Tennessee wasn’t part of that territory. Therefore, let’s
make sure he and Jarrett are the focus of the show, right? Not a terrible
show but they’re kind of treading water at this point.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews


